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Abstract—On-line Social Networks (OSNs) are increasingly
influencing the way people communicate with each other and
share personal, professional and political information. Like the
cyberspace in Internet, the OSNs are attracting the interest of
the malicious entities that are trying to exploit the vulnerabilities
and weaknesses of the OSNs. Increasing reports of the security
and privacy threats in the OSNs is attracting security researchers
trying to detect and mitigate threats to individual users. With
many OSNs having tens or hundreds of million users collectively
generating billions of personal data content that can be exploited,
detecting and preventing attacks on individual user privacy is a
major challenge.

Most of the current research has focused on protecting the
privacy of an existing online profile in a given OSN. Instead, we
note that there is a risk of not having a profile in the last fancy
social network! The risk is due to the fact that an adversary may
create a fake profile to impersonate a real person on the OSN.
The fake profile could be exploited to build online relationship
with the friends of victim of identity theft, with the final target of
stealing personal information of the victim, via interacting online
with the friends of the victim.

In this paper, we report on the investigation we did on a
possible approach to mitigate this problem. In doing so, we also
note that we are the first ones to analyze social network graphs
from a dynamic point of view within the context of privacy
threats.

Index Terms—On-line social network privacy, fake profiles.

I. INTRODUCTION

On-line Social Networks (OSNs) are increasingly becoming

the medium for people to keep in touch, share information

about their daily activities, travels, photos, and political uprais-

ing [1], [2]. Depending on the nature of the social connections,

features and the structure of the OSNs may vary significantly

from each other. For example, a typical professional social

network (as LinkedIn) may not contain family or personal

friends as part of the network, while a network based on

hobbies may not contain members from the professional social

network.

Given the vast amount of personal information that is shared

among friends in an OSN, protecting the privacy of individual

user has emerged as an important problem. In recent years,

several privacy threats that exploit either personal data of a

user or unintended vulnerabilities of OSNs have been reported

[3], [4], [5], [6]. In [7], authors showed how the friend network

information gathered from online profile can be used to mount

two new identity theft attacks that are hard to detect and

prevent. The first attack in [7] is called Identity Cloning Attack

(ICA), where the personal OSN information of an existing

profile is used to create one or more clone accounts, claiming

the same identity as the victim in a given OSN. The Identity

Cloning Attack (ICA) allows the clones to form friendship net-

work with victim’s friends and eventually mounting additional

malicious attacks, thus undermining/ruining the credibility of

the victim.

The second attack introduced in [7] is the Fake Profile

Attack (FPA). In FPA, personal information from one OSN

of a real-world person is used to create a fake profile in a

different OSN where the victim had no prior presence1. If the

adversary creates a fake profile in the same OSN where the

victim has a profile, then the end result is the formation of a

clone. Hence, ICA can be viewed as a special case of FPA2.

In [8], first attempt was made to characterize the ICA

in OSN. Authors in [8] make use of the social friendship

structures and individual attributes of two given nodes (which

correspond to on-line profiles) to detect the existence of clones.

By constructing similarity measures of attributes, friend net-

work and profiles of the given two nodes, the solution in [8]

tries to provide a set of robust mechanisms to detect and raise

an alert of the presence of clone nodes in an OSN. In [8], it

was noted that the similarity based measures that were used

to detect the clones in an OSN cannot be used to detect the

fake profile in an OSN, since a fake profile need not have

another node with similar features in a given OSN to compare

against. Thus, developing a detection mechanism for FPA has

so far remained an open problem in the privacy research area

of OSN.

Apart from the research community, the OSN managers

have genuine interest in detecting fake profiles and identify

who is impersonating the victim and track malicious behaviors.

For example, Facebook removes profiles created with random

strings as user names. As a concrete and popular recent

example of an FPA, we cite a recent incident reported in

news media [3], [4], relating how Italian Premier Monti’s

fake Twitter profile was accepted by Premier Sarkozy and

added to his “following” list. While this indicates poking fun

1A fake profile can also be created for a fictitious person, but we do not
consider this case in this paper.

2In this paper, we do not explore this connection any further and leave it
for a future work.
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at a political figure, it illustrates the possibility of malicious

activities based on fake profiles. Indeed, several other attacks

recently hit the news [5], [6].

In this paper, to the best of our knowledge, we make the

first attempt to study and provide a framework for detecting

FPA in an OSN where the victim has no online profile. Our

approach is based on the growth rate of the social network

graph, and on social network interactions of typical users

with their friends—from which an adversary will have to

deviate in trying to avoid detection. Our approach is based on

a combination of empirical analysis and structure of typical

social network interactions and their statistics. We make the

following contributions towards the FPA detection.

1) We consider the time evolution of the OSN and charac-

terize the growth rate of the network. Making use of a

Facebook application for collecting data from real users,

we identify that typical OSN has two regions, a fast

growth region followed by slow growth region—which

for normal users has a rate of growth which is quite

stable and hence predictable to some extent. Making

use of the data sets generated, we show that the time

evolution can be characterized and used to raise an alert

when a test profile deviates from typical behavior.

2) We show that unlike a valid user, a FPA attacker

evading detection will have an OSN that excludes those

people which are close friends of the victim in real life.

This behavior of adversary leads to different structural

components OSN graphs and can be again used to raise

alert flag.

3) We consider the connected components of the friend

network graph and show that time evolution of the net-

work leads to a giant component with several singleton

elements. We make the case that the FPA attacker trying

to evade detection will have a network evolution that is

different from that of a valid user, or the interaction with

the friends in the OSN will be different.

All of the above mentioned information are available to

OSN managers from the beginning of the user profile for-

mation, and can be used to monitor and effectively flag

malicious behavior using a detection engine. In addition, all

three methods can be used to detect clones as well. Our insight

is based on the observation that for a given node each of the

three properties are readily available to OSN managers, and

can be constructed from the time of the registration3.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows.

In Section II we summarize the related work in the area.

In Section III, we describe the threat model considered in

our paper, while the considered dataset is described in IV-A.

Finally, Section IV describes our solution. Section V concludes

the work.

3When there is a claim of same identity by two nodes, these features can
be used to compare if indeed they are also identical in real life. When applied
to ICA, our approach complements the methodologies of the ICA in [7].

II. RELATED WORK

With the wide spreading of On-line Social Networks

(OSNs), the privacy of the users involved in such services

is becoming a major concern. Several researchers already pro-

posed solutions to mitigate the privacy threat for those people

having profiles in OSNs (which, for example, count more than

800 million for Facebook, one of the most popular OSN). As

an example of such privacy-threat mitigation solutions, in [9]

we proposed the concept of Virtual Private Social Network

(VPSN). VPSN basically reflects the concept of Virtual Private

Network (known in computer networks) within OSNs: only

friends within the VPSN are able to see the real information

of a person. Other people in the OSN, as well as the OSN

manager, do not have mean to access the same information.

Most of the work in the literature aimed at protecting the

information the OSN is aware of—to be accessed only by the

authorized people in the authorized way. For example, in [10]

the authors show how an adversary might get access to the

information that the victim shares in the profile, against the

victim’s wishes.

While the problem of protecting the privacy of the informa-

tion that a real person put on the OSN has been at least already

considered, we believe that too little attention has been put in

protecting the privacy of the people that might not even use at

all a specific OSN. In fact, an adversary willing to get private

information of a victim might run a “social engineering” type

of attack. As an example, one might create the profile of the

victim, and then try to get private information of the victim,

while interacting with victim’s real friends connected to the

fake profile. We refer to this malicious behavior as a Fake

Profile Attack (FPA).

In [7], the authors first demonstrated the feasibility of

mounting identity threat attacks on OSN with two variants:

single OSN and cross-sites OSNs. In the first case, the victim

already has a profile in the OSN where the adversary will

create the clone profile. In cross-site OSNs, the victim does

not have a profile in the same OSN where the attack is run, but

the profile of the victim exists in other OSNs. In [8], authors

present a detection framework based on profiles similarities:

attribute and friends network similarity. In [8], Facebook is

considered to be the OSN where the adversary runs the attack.

A similar approach was used in [11], considering Twitter as

the target OSN.

We underline that the current solutions for detecting ICA

leverage the assumption that a profile of the victim is available

in some OSN, which might not always be the case. Further-

more, if the OSN in which the attack is run and the one

considered as reference for similarity are not of the same type,

we expect the performances of the detection solutions to be

lower, compared to the case when considering, for example,

the reference profile being in the same OSN as the cloned

one. In [8], authors already pointed out that their approach

(measuring similarities) is very specific to the existence of an

original profile where the victim already has a presence in.

In fact, since there is no pre-existing profile, the similarity
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measurements and other techniques proposed so far for the

detection of ICA cannot be applied to FPA.

Recently, another issue has been introduced, it concerns

multiple identities in OSNs [12]. It proposes a framework for

grouping similar identities which refer to the same person.

We focus our study on characterizing the behavior of users,

based on dynamic structural information of the OSN of the

user. While static aspects of OSNs has been widely considered

(e.g. [13], [14], [15]), less interest has been put so far in dy-

namic features. However, some investigation has been already

made. For example, in [16] authors propose a way to evaluate

the global structure of a large scale network by analyzing

microscopic behavior of nodes in an OSN. Their model ob-

serves the edge-by-edge evolution of the graph by adopting the

maximum-likelihood principle. Given a new node arrivals in

the graph, the creation of new edges is affected by the degree

and age of the node. In [17], the authors get a macroscopic

view of OSNs graph evolution. It studies OSN growth by

evaluating evolution of three types of groups: singletons,

giant components, and middle region. Other researchers [18]

considered and combined two important features of OSNs:

service recommendation and friendship prediction. The work

shows a correlation between user-service interactions (inter-

ests networks) and link between users (friendship network).

However, none of these work leveraged dynamic features of

OSNs for privacy purposes.

III. ADVERSARIAL MODEL

We assume that the adversary mounting the FPA has partial

prior knowledge about the real social network of the victim

(e.g. the adversary might know the people with whom the

victim interacts more often in the real life, family members

and co-workers). The goal of the adversary is to make use of

the fake profile to contact friends of the victim and eventually

steal valuable information and mount malicious attacks in

the future. In addition, it is assumed that the adversary is

intelligent and is interested in evading detection. Towards this,

we further assume that the adversary is aware at least partially

of the list of the attributes of the victim, and features of the

friends network of the victim. Examples of personal attributes

of the victim may include first/last name, date of birth, place

of residence, local clubs where the victim belongs to, hobbies

of the victim and profession and place of work of the victim.

An adversary creating fake online profiles for a victim while

trying to avoid detection would need to act in a specific way:

to identify and not to connect with those social friends who

have the highest potential for alerting the victim in the shortest

possible time—thus leading to removal of the fake profile.

Hence, we conservatively assume that the adversary is able to

perform any needed analysis on the real (not on line) social

network structure of the victim, and decide which nodes to

avoid. In order to appear normal and build trust, we assume

that the adversary enables the friends connected to the victim’s

fake profile to see other OSN friends of the victim.

IV. OUR APPROACH FOR DETECTING FAKE PROFILES

The main idea behind our approach is to study the temporal

evolution of OSNs and characterize real user profiles. If the

real-world OSN data can be collected and used to identify set

of features that are statistically consistent, then these features

can be used to study the time evolution of a given test

profile and identify/detect any major deviations from expected

behavior of a profile. Thus, our approach can serve as a

first stage detection of potential fake profile, alerting OSN

managers to conduct further monitoring of the test profile.

Based on our data-driven experiments and analysis, we

identify the following three features that relate to the social

interaction and social network graph properties.

• Evolution over time of the number of OSN friends.

• Real social interaction.

• Evolution over time of the structure of OSN graph.

While our idea can be extended to other characteristics of

typical honest social profiles of OSNs (link strength, number

of tags, number of pictures, rate of accepted friendships, and

so on), in this paper, our aim is to motivate this new line of

research with a simple, yet effective solution for detecting fake

profiles.

The rest of this section is organized as follows. We first

discuss the data collection process (Section IV-A). Hence,

sections IV-B, IV-D, and IV-C illustrate the role of each of

the three components of our approach.

A. Dataset

To collect the data we used in this research, we created

a Facebook “sensing” application which is able to collected

the required statistical information from within a profile. The

application parses a user’s Facebook wall via Facebook API

and collects information we are interested in. Given a profile

P, where the application runs, information collected concerns

the following.

• Profile: information on P’s graph evolution. For

each friendship creation found, the application stores:

<id_friend;link_creation_timestamp;
mutual_friends;mutual_groups;gender;
birth_date>.

• Friends: contains the list of P’s friends and all the links

among these friends.

Since the application runs from inside a profile, it allows

us to have a different approach form the rest of the work in

the literature, where studies have been performed at high level

(e.g. interactions are determined by monitoring HTTP packets,

and social graphs are evaluated by observing the static status of

a profile and its connections). In fact, with our method, we can

have a dynamic information, given that each stream is related

to a timestamp when it has been notified in the user’s wall.

Moreover, acting from inside the profile, data retrieved from

our application are more detailed even in terms of descriptions.

We spread the application by inviting people to run it,

starting from a set of people we know. Most of them are
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students of our University courses4, others live in our same city

or are part of our family. There are also few users we do not

know directly, but they are friends of friends. Note that the user

is made aware that the application is sending us information,

and which information is sending. Indeed, before installing the

application, Facebook presents a notification form. The form

shows which type of information the application will be able

to retrieve from the profile. With our “sensing” application, we

currently collected data from 80 profiles, to which we applied

the study presented in this paper.

We observe that for several profiles the data we collected are

not complete: that is, we are not able to completely reconstruct

day-by-day the graph of the network of the user starting

from the profile creation. In fact, this is due to a limitation

on the data that Facebook makes available even to the user

of the profile: for some profile, it is not possible to collect

data back in time beyond a specific point. Even though, we

collected all the possible information to reconstruct the OSN

graph evolution of the users for the time interval for which

information were available.

B. Evolution over time of the number of friends

The first argument of our solution aims at detecting whether

the profile under investigation is similar to the population of

real profiles, in terms of number of friends added over time.

In Figure 1, we plot the number of friends for each real profile

as a function of time.
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Fig. 1. Number of friends over the time.

From Figure 1, we observe for all the profiles the following

behavior: except for an initial period, the rate at which the user

adds new friends is almost constant over time. Hence, except

for an initial period, the number of friends over time grows

almost linearly for a typical real profile. Clearly, different

groups (politics, acting, music) of people acquire friends at

different rates over time and such social information must be

used to reduce false alarms. Finally, we recall that the lack of

data for the initial part of some curves is due to the limitation

of data available on Facebook profiles, as explained in Section

IV-A.

4https://www.facebook.com/groups/fiupd/

In order to examine the visual appearance of the evolution

of the friends over the time, we conducted the following

statistical analysis. We first defined a sampling interval d,

which denoted the number of days between two consecutive

measurement of the friends of a profile is collected. For each

real profile, indexed by i ∈ {1, · · · ,N}, where N is the number

of profiles for which we have collected data, we computed the

rate of accumulation of friends at a given interval j denoted

by μi j, where j ∈ {1, · · · ,M}, and constant M is the number of

samples for user i. Then, we computed the time average of the

rate of friend accumulation of profile as μi = 1
M ∑ j=1 μi j. For

user i, we also compute the standard deviation denoted by σi.
We then compute the population mean and standard deviation

denoted by μ= 1
N ∑N

i=1 μi, and σ respectively.

We then estimate how far off each profile is with respect

to the population. In doing so, for a profile indexed as p, we

computed the normalized error defined as

αp =
|(μp−μ)|

σ
.

The parameter αp indicates how far off each profile mean is

with respect to the population mean as a multiple of standard

deviation. For our data set, this computation allows us to study

the relationship between the sampling interval d of a profile

and the overall time duration used to observe each profile.

We experimented with sampling intervals of three, five and

ten days with the observation interval T varying from 30, 60

and 90 days. We then computed the αp for the population for

each sampling interval and observation interval and identified

the maximum value of αp. The maximum value of αp is a

measure of the spread of the individual mean compared to the

population mean.

Figures 2 and 3 report the values of the population mean

and standard deviation, respectively (and for the different

values of the sampling interval d and the observation interval

T ). As expected, the mean is not influenced by the size

of the sampling interval d. Instead, increasing the sampling

interval d, the accuracy of the estimate improves (has a smaller

standard deviation). This is due to the fact that when the

average is computed on a larger interval, it is less affected

from small variations that last a time interval smaller than d.
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d and T .
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Table I provides the maximum value of the α for each

sampling interval and observation interval. From the data

set, we note that for each sampling interval, as the obser-

vation duration increase, the maximum α value decreases.

This estimation indicates that when the sampling interval is

small enough, as the observation duration increases, almost

all the population has mean rate of accumulation of friends

within three times the standard deviation for a given sampling

interval. It will be interesting to study the final value of the

maximum α to which the estimates will converge as the data

samples increase. Preliminary results presented here seem to

indicate statistically robust estimates within a class of profiles.

d T α

3
30 4.0019
60 2.5237
90 1.8863

5
30 4.732
60 2.8985
90 2.1286

10
30 8.7859
60 5.1226
90 3.6027

TABLE I
α BOUNDS

In Figure 4, we plot as an example the error distribution

for a specific value of d and T . Figure 4 shows the individual

mean difference with respect to the mean of the population.

For each interval of 0.1, a histogram indicates the occurrences

of differences within that range. From Figure 4, it is clear

that the population clusters around the mean. We observed

similar behavior for other values of d and T , for which we

do not report the corresponding plots.

Use of the rate of friends accumulation within a population
for Fake Profile Attack Detection.

Based on the observation that the individual profiles cluster

around the population mean and that the individual profiles

have consistent rate of accumulation of friends, we propose a

detection metric that raises alert when there is variation. For
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Fig. 4. Individual mean difference with respect to the mean of the population.

each profile p, we define a detection metric sp as follows:

sp =
|μp j−μp|

σp
.

where, μi j is the empirical value of the rate of accumulation

of friends at the evaluation time slot j. We then check if sp ≥
α, where the parameter α indicating the outlier is set based

on empirical study of the population data.

As an example, as noted earlier, when the sample interval

was set to d = 3 and the observation duration was set to 90

days, α value was observed to be 1.87. Hence, when d =
3, setting a threshold value of two to trigger alert may lead

to some false alarms, while setting a threshold value close

to three may leads to many missed detections. Selection of

suitable threshold for alert will be a policy decision of OSN

managers, but we suggest that the alert threshold related to

the amount of deviation from the population mean μ.

C. Real life social network based verification

By Kerchoffs’ principle, we make the assumption that the

adversary knows the algorithms that are used to generate the

alert message. Hence, it is reasonable to assume adversary

knows that the first approach makes use of the rate of growth of

the friends network (as discussed in Section IV-B). Hence, in

order to avoid being detected by the first approach, adversary

needs to create a fake profile and continue to add friends at

a rate satisfying the threshold condition sp > α, where α is

the detection threshold. At this point, several social network

interaction properties of the victim can be used to trigger alert

about the fake profile as described below.

While one may try to maintain the growth rate of the friends

network, the adversary cannot add any friend of the victim as

some friends are more than just online friends. Some members

of the victim’s social network will be meeting and interacting

with the victim in real life and do so frequently. Chances are

high that these friends who meet the victim frequently will

comment on the OSN profile if they were to be contacted and

added to the fake profile of the victim. Again, by Kerchoffs’

principle, the adversary has external knowledge about the real

social life of the victim (e.g. the attacker knows victim’s

family, job, gym club), and this adversary will make use of
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this information to add friends (e.g. add the victim’s brother

and sister, colleagues, and so on). We expect an adversary

trying to run a fake profile attack while avoiding detection

will add real life friends/contacts of the victim who have small

probability of having daily or frequent contact with the victim

(e.g. because they live in different cities) or have strong social

ties as in the case of son/daughter or a life partner.

For example, assume that in a real life situation the brother

of the victim asks the victim if the victim did see the last

pictures he updated on Facebook, or he comments on some

fancy stuff posted by a common (on line social) friend. The

victim would discover soon the presence of the fake profile

attack (similarly as e.g. reported on [6]). Furthermore, the

victim might have some information to trace the attacker back

and, e.g., ask the OSN manager and law enforcement agencies

to take actions against the adversary.

Hence, adding any high frequency in-person contact friends

to the fake profile will expose the adversary.

D. OSN graph structure for fake profile detection

In this section, we introduce our last building block for a

possible detection mechanism for an adversary who is aware of

the first two criterions and tries to successfully avoid detection.

We make use of the social network structural analysis for the

third method of fake profile detection.

The main idea behind the third approach is to observe

whether the network structure of the test profile is anomalous

when compared to the typical social network graph structure

for the population. Hence, we first characterize the behavior of

the profiles in our dataset of real profiles. We observed several

measurements like the size of the connected components, the

number of k-cliques, the clustering coefficient, assortativity. In

this paper, we focus on the following two features for detecting

fake profiles:

• Average degree of the nodes in the OSN graph.

• Number of singleton friends in the OSN graph.

In fact, from data analysis, these two measures seem to be

among the most promising ones to highlight an adversarial

behavior. In the following we discuss how these two measures

can be leveraged for the detection of fake profiles.

1) Use of average degree of nodes to detect fake profiles:
As observed in Section IV-C, the adversary will tend to

avoid requesting friendship to people that are often in contact

with the victim. In fact, this is equivalent to the removal of

the most frequency in-person contact nodes of the victim.

We investigated the effect of such removal on the OSN by

computing several metrics.

We asked some subjects who participated in our experiment

in collecting profile information to give us the list of the

Facebook friends whom they meet more often in real life. In

particular, we asked them to list a number of such friends cor-

responding to the 20% of the total number of their Facebook

friends. Among the several metrics investigated, the average

degree of the graphs seemed to be significantly affected by

the removal of the high frequency in-person contact friends

of victim. For example, for one of the profiles the average

degree of user’s OSN changed from some 4.37 (of the original

network) to some 3.52 (after removing the friends the owner

of the profile meets more often).

We further noticed that the friends who meet more fre-

quently in-person with the owner of the OSN profile (e.g. close

relative, co-workers, etc.) also shared many common links in

their OSN. This is quite intuitive as if two friends meet in-

person very often (e.g. the spouse) then the chances are high

that they also have many real-life friends in common and it

will be reflected in the OSN friend network structure as well.

We are not suggesting the converse, namely if there is

a node with a lots of common links in OSN, we do not

conclude that these two nodes meet frequently in-person. As

an example, two high school friends may have many links

in common, but that does not imply that they meet regularly

in-person in real life. We are however claiming that if two

people meet regularly in-person in real life, they will end up

sharing a lots of common friends and will have high degree

of common links. Interestingly, these friends who meet with

the owner of the profile more frequently need not be the so

called in-betweenness nodes: the nodes that meet very often

in-person need not be critical in forming and maintaining the

connectivity in the OSN graph of the profile’s owner. They

just tend to share a lot of common links in OSN with owner.

In order to better understand this behavior, we ran the

following detailed investigation, considering all our dataset.

First, we looked at the average degree of the OSN graph

for the profiles in the dataset. Figure 5 reports the points

corresponding to the profiles in the dataset (number of nodes

on x-axis; average degree of the nodes on the y-axis).
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Fig. 5. Dataset average degree

From the graph in Figure 5, we observe that the average

degree increases with the number of nodes in the graph. Also,

the standard deviation of the average degree is high as the

number of OSN friends increase. We observe, however, that

an adversary trying to avoid detection would tend to work on

a network with smaller number of nodes (and hence smaller

average degree) than a typical OSN profile.

We tried to generalize what we observed in the case of few

profiles to all the profiles in our dataset. For each profile’s

graph, we simulated an attack as follows. We ordered the
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friends based on their degree, and we removed an increasing

number of friends in descending order of degrees (10, 20,

and 30%) and computed the resulting average degree of an

OSN friend. We observe that while an adversary would run the

attack on a timely base (i.e. starting from the profile creation),

we are doing this experiment based on data collected on

already existing profiles, after some time from their creation.

Figure 6 shows the results of this experiment.
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(a) 10% removal
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(b) 20% removal
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Fig. 6. Average degree of each single graph

From Figure 6, we observe how the behavior of the adver-

sary can be distinguished from the one of the population of real

profiles. In particular, for the fake profiles the average degrees

are always smaller than that of a typical OSN without the

attack. Also, as expected, an increasing number of friends who

are not included by the adversary (to escape the verification

discussed in Section IV-C) causes additional evidence of a

profile being a fake one. For example, average degrees of all

the profiles is 20.07 in the OSNs without attack, and it is 12.41

for the OSNs with 10% profiles excluded by the adversary, to

some 8.39 for the 20% of nodes not included as friends. As

the adversary ignores higher degree nodes to avoid detection,

the average degree of the resulting fake network decreases.

2) Observing connected components: Apart from the av-

erage degree of a node, another characterization of a fake

profile can be made based on the structure of the connected

components. Figure 7 shows analysis of the graph structure

of a real profile after 1 and after 30 days from the profile’s

creation. In particular, figures 7(a) and 7(c) show the actual

graph of the network, while figures 7(b) and 7(d) show

the corresponding analysis of the connected components: the

latter graphs have on x-axis the possible size of a connected

component, while on y-axis we have the number of component

of the size indicated on x-axis.

Figure 7 shows that in the user’s network there is one big

connected component, some other smaller size component, and

a significant number of isolated nodes. While we report the

graph only for one profile and at two specific time slots (after 1

and after 30 days from the creation of the profile), we observed

similar behavior for all the profiles in our dataset, and for

all the time for which we get those data. We argue that the

feature of having a significant number of isolated nodes could

be also leveraged to detect fake profiles. In fact, those people

which are not connected to anyone else in the network are

probably people that the real user did met in a sporadic way,

and they do not share other real friends. For example, they

both were visiting Italy, met while waiting in an ice cream

line and later connected in Facebook. Observing the rate of

requested friendship which are accepted for real users and fake

profiles could bring some more evidence about the possibility

for a profile to be a fake one as [19] introduces. We leave the

validation of this intuition as a future work.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we present a possible approach to mitigate the

threat of the Fake Profile Attack, where an adversary tries to

impersonate a victim on an On-line Social Network where the

victim has no prior profile in place. In particular, we are the

first ones to analyze social network graphs from a dynamic

point of view within the context of privacy threats.

As future work, we plan to extend our characterization to the

on line interactions among the users (tags, friendship requests,

rate of requested friendships which are accepted, etc.) and

consequently also link strength, to improve the quality of our

mechanism.
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(a) Day 1: Graph
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(c) Day 30: Graph
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Fig. 7. OSN graph components
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